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Step Outside
Tucker Deitz

It only takes ten seconds
1. The feel of the grass, soft against the soles of your feet, the blades peeking up between
your toes
2. The sun beaming down on you like a spotlight following your every move, rays of
intense warmth hitting your legs and arms and cheeks
3. The birds chirping a spring tune, their first song from high places and flapping wings
4. The blooming buds, a bright, beautiful array of color spread across every corner of the
landscape
5. The breeze, like the universe blowing you ever so slightly in the right direction, a brisk,
comforting guide
6. The trees, growing green and gorgeous, tall and handsome, short and stout, swaying with
the wind, offbeat but in harmony
7. The sounds of a world in motion, nature’s first, second, and third movement, a
symphonic production of leaves and branches
8. The clouds in the sky above, slow and shapely, they move in packs so that small children
can call out their shape
9. The distant ambiance, a faint whir of folks moving about their day, the bygone buzz of
beating hearts and restless routines
10. And underneath it all, your scars, healed by the tenderness of these ten seconds
All you have to do
is step outside

